
STRATEGIES AND KEYS TO  
THE TOURISM IMPACT OF THE WORLDPRIDE 



BACKGROUND 
InterPride (International Association of Pride Organizers), owns the 
WorldPride event whose celebration has taken place before in the 
cities of Rome, Jerusalem, London and Toronto.  

AEGAL (the LGBT Businessmen and Professionals Association of 
the Community of Madrid) is a member of InterPride and is the 
organization that submitted the application and obtained the 
license, getting 100% of the votes in favor of the entire of InterPride 
Assembly, and therefore signed the contract for the celebration of 
the WorldPride Madrid 2017.  

Given that InterPride and EPOA (European Organization of Pride 
Organizers) own the WorldPride and EuroPride events (which was 
included for the first time within the WorldPride celebration), both 
organizations granted only to AEGAL the license to hold the two 
events in the city of Madrid, in 2017.  
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PROMOTIONAL TOUR





GENERAL PURPOSE & 
MEETING SPECIFIC 
OBJECTIVES 

The celebration in Madrid of the WorldPride & EuroPride in 2017 
helped to promote the image of the city, and its national and 
international projection, as well on the positioning of Madrid as a 
destination for LGTBI tourism, reinforcing the values and assets of 
its image as a sensitive and demanding city when it comes to 
advocate the rights of the LGTBI community..  



The following specific objectives were conceived (and 
attained): 

National and international promotion of the WorldPride Madrid 2017 event, as well 
as the EuroPride Madrid 2017 event. 

Promotion of the city of Madrid as a world-class tourist, leisure and culture 
destination for the LGBTI community. 

Promotion of Madrid as a city committed to diversity, plurality and the visibility of 
the LGTBI collective. 

Establishment of communicative milestones during the WorldPride Madrid 2017 
year, that have reinforced the visibility of the event itself and Madrid´s as well.  

It is worth mentioning the implementation of a specific plan designed to boost the 
sustainability of World Pride Madrid. This has been an unprecedented challenge that 
has made it possible to calibrate the performance capacity of the organization itself, 
as well as the degree of involvement of the suppliers and participants in the event. 

This goal was achieved. The response of the public and its commitment to 
responsible, civic and sustainable behavior habits was clearly remarkable. This added 
value of sustainability has also contributed to promoting Madrid internationally as an 
ecological and environmental self-conscious city. 



MADRID WORLDPRIDE 
2017 CELEBRATION, ON 
DATA 
The WorldPride held in Madrid has been one of the most important 
events of recent years for the city. It exceeded all expectations, thus, it 
was an outstanding positioning image-boost for our town.  

This was proven by a study conducted by Nestpick.com (involving 
members of the LGTIBI community from more than 80 countries): 
after the celebration of the WorldPride, Madrid climbed to top 
position as year 2017 “best LGBTI world city”. 





MADRID WORLDPRIDE 
2017 CELEBRATION, ON 
DATA 
A report carried out by the Madrid City Council revealed that the 
WorldPride celebration brought together a total of 2.2 million 
people (from Wednesday, June 28th to Sunday, July 2nd). This, of 
course, generated an excellent tourist impact for the city and the 
region. National and international number of visitors increased 
compared to former “MADrid Orgullos” (MADO by its acronym in 
Spanish, as orgullo stands for “pride” in Spanish). In this last 
edition we hosted 1.5 million attendees more. 



REPORT 



MORE THAN 2,2 MILLION ATTENDEES



GREATINSTITUTIONALSUPPORT



INSTITUTIONALSUPPORT
All the public administrations (City of Madrid, Community of Madrid, 
Government of Spain) have supported and participated actively in 
WorldPride. 



COLLABORATIONS AND SUPPORT  

Countless private and public organizations, associations and 
institutions did their best to grant Madrid WordPride success. 

Madrid Destino in collaboration with Asociación Turismo 
Madrid, Turespaña and AEGAL coordinated an international 
press tour of more than 30 journalists to promote the events 
and the city of Madrid at an international level. 

Throughout this WorldPride, the organization has hosted more 
than 100 international delegations of Pride organizers. They in 
turn acted as true advocates and informants of the event -and 
of Madrid- contributing to give a highly positive image of the 
city in their respective countries and the attendees of their 
own Prides.



WORLDPRIDEPARADE



MORE THAN 1,5 MILLION PARTICIPANTS



WORLD PRIDE PARADE







PRIDE FESTIVAL 
Outdoor concerts on six different stages 



MORE THAN 250 PERFORMANCES







CULTURAL FESTIVAL



MORE THAN 500 CULTURAL EVENTS



CULTURAL FESTIVAL
At WorldPride Madrid 2017 we took culture out to the streets in its different genres. Music, dance, theater, poetry, fine arts, 
puppetry and others. We believe in a live, demonstrative, plural and free culture, our culture that filled the streets and 
squares of the city center allowing residents and visitors to enjoy the freedom and diversity that Madrid has to offer. 

The cultural programme of WorldPride Madrid was disaggregated into three cultural festivals across the year: La Culta, la 
Oculta and Muestra-T. 



MUSEUMSSUPPORT













For centuries, anybody who had displayed a non-normative sexuality or gender expression would be persecuted, burnt at the 
stake, jailed, stigmatized or vilified. In the 19th century, science coined the terms “homosexual” and “heterosexual” and 
included that form of dissent in the field of medical deviations. 

During the first decades of the 20th century, the sexual liberation movement started to flourish, particularly in Germany. In 
Spain, poets and writers like García Lorca, Cernuda or Sánchez Saornil dared to write, with certain caution, about “the love that 
dare not speak its name”. Fascism put an end to this shy visibility and the Franco regime persecuted these acts under the laws 
of Vagrancy and Social Danger. 

The Subversives exhibition project was held CentroCentro, inside the Palace of Cibeles, Madrid’s City Hall, together with 
various interactive exhibits and historic pride parade banners with their respective tag lines will be shown. The exhibition was a 
historic journey through nine themes with more than 200 pieces, both originals and reproductions. 

SUBVERSIVES



SPORTS



SPORTS
Sports competitions filled Madrid with color, 
diversity and tolerance. Badminton, basketball, 
swimming, tennis, volleyball and rugby were 
some of the disciplines that combined 
international rivalry and friendship. 

RUGBY UNION CUP
PRIDE GAMES

LAT41º TOURNAMENT

MADRID TENNIS OPEN

WOMEN’S SOCCER COMPETITION

DIVERSITY RACE



WORLDPRIDE PARK



A specially designed location called "WorldPride 
Park" was set to hold vendors, LGBT and human 
rights worldwide associations. WorldPride Park gave 
them the opportunity to connect with a diverse 
crowd from around the world. A community space 
open to everyone. 

We had a whole program of activities for children, 
families, neighbors and visitors. A celebration of 
diversity for the whole family. 

WORLDPRIDEPARK
MADRID RIO (PUENTE DEL REY)







MADRID SUMMIT





MADRIDSUMMIT
Cooperation with many embassies and international organizations has been very close as well, including the European 
Parliament, which joined willingly the WorldPride supporting different events, specifically the Madrid Summit held at the 
Autonomous University of Madrid from June 26th to 28th. 

Our Summit was the biggest LGBTIQA+ Human Rights conference ever linked to a WorldPride. Madrid Summit gathered 
more than 170 speakers from across the world and more than 1000 attendees. 

CONFERENCIA
INTERNACIONAL
DE DERECHOS
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MADRIDSUMMIT STATISTICS

Speakers by region
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MADRIDSUMMIT STATISTICS

52 panels distributed in this topics
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MADRIDSUMMIT STATISTICS
Ranking most popular panels

How business can help with visibility and integration

How local goverments can advance LGTBIQA+ equality

The role of pride in building social acceptance

The current situation of the tran community

Eastern European view

African view

How international bodies contribute to LGBTIQA+ Human Rights

Body theories: Gender from a philosophical perspective

Gender balance

The ongoing fight for marriage equality

Future achievements and needs to build a strong LGBTIQA+ movement around the world
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MADRIDSUMMIT DECLARATION
The Declaration of the Madrid Summit is a forward-looking tool that contains a series of statements that were gathered by 
participants during the Summit as a basis for the treatment of International Human Rights and specific requests on the 
LGTBIQA + reality such as the holding of an international convention of Human Rights in the coming years.

INTERPARLIAMENTARYSESSION
After the Summit, and with the Declaration of the Madrid Summit as a link, a group of 37 parliamentarians from around the 
world met in the Senate to discuss how to implement it for real life in the first LGBTIQA+ inter-parliamentary session in 
history. Currently this group, that advocates for the defence of Human Rights, is active and working for the next year. 



SPONSORS 
& PARTNERS



WORLDPRIDE SPONSORS



SUMMITSPONSORS

SUMMIT COLLABORATING ORGANIZATIONS & SUPPORTERS



MEDIA & STATISTICS



MEDIAPARTNERS



According to the “Impact in the media” survey, 
from May 1st to July 15th 2017, WorldPride 
generated an advertising impact for the city of 
Madrid (being “WorldPride” the most repeated 
word in different press impacts) equal to 
124,482,402€ in a virtual advertising budget 
invested in Press, TV, Radio and Internet (with a 
total of 20.959 impacts in those media), 
6,186,791€ of which were related to 
international press impacts. 
Also, the total audience impacts would be 
7,250,214,700. The WorldPride has contributed 
especially to position internationally the 
“Madrid Brand”, as it is a city event. 

WORLPRIDE STATISTICS





WORLPRIDE STATISTICS
Twitter Mentions 



WORLPRIDE STATISTICS



WORLPRIDE STATISTICS



The event was a great economic injection: participants 
spent directly around 115 million € during those 5 days, 
reaching a direct expenditure of 390 million € throughout 
the whole event (from June 23th to July 2nd), all according 
to the data collected by BBVA & Data Analytics, based on 
transactions made with a bank card... That excludes the 
expenditure made in cash, so it must be added to those 
figures.  

WORLPRIDE STATISTICS


